Project Name:
Abbott IV Bottle Kit

Specifications:
Material:  
- Gloss PSA Vinyl
- E-Flute Corrugated Board
- Uncoated PSA Label
- 0.5" White Ultraboard
- 1.5" Charcoal Foam

Printing:  
- 6-color Latex Printing on PSA Vinyl
- 4-color Indigo Printing on Uncoated PSA Label

Finishing:  
- Matte Lamination
- Mount to E-Flute to create double-white board
- Router-cut and V-cut White Ultraboard
- Hot-glue parts in place
- Affix carrying handle with velcro closure

Size:  
9"x12"x3"

Optimal Qty:  
Five to a few hundred

Why We Do It Better:
- Improve supplied box construction and recommend material selection for best presentation
- Amazing quality 1200dpi Latex printing featuring vibrant colors, fine details, and smooth gradients
- Design V-cut channels to hold down products securely
- Turn-key solution - from design, production, to fulfillment of all supplied medical parts and shipping